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Enterprise Group; Lead Sponsor for ‘Let’s Toke Business: The Commerce of Cannabis.’
This issue is the Quarterly Wrap up! 2018 has been a good year for Enterprise [TSX: E]:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Return to profitability
$9.1 million contract signed
Sale of Infrastructure Unit CT Underground for $20.6 million
Debt effectively zero
Book values above $1.00. Shares $0.445; YTD shares up north of 40%
Generous bank lines to sort out acquisitions
CT sale takes 60 employees off the overhead.

Since the resource decline began in 2014-15, E has been cash flow positive with a decisive return to profitability with
Q4 2017 EPS of $0.02 and Q3 2017 EPS of $0.01. Enterprise is pleased with the activity in the first part of Q1 2018.

Throughout 2017, Enterprise has experienced a meaningful increase in activity from its existing customers coupled with
a substantial surge in new customers, which has resulted in increased market share for its four business units. Management’s efforts to streamline and maximize efficiencies have translated into improved margins, positive cash-flow quarter
after quarter and a strong return to profitability.

See Ted Ohashi’s latest articles on Seeking Alpha
If You Like Sunniva Buy it Now; If You Don't Like It, Buy It Now Anyway March 23, 2018
Emerald Health and DMG Blockchain - A Perfect Match March 6, 2018
Sunniva - Two Key Puzzle Pieces Fall in Place. February 28, 2018
Sunniva – an amazing site visit and interview February 20, 2018
Where are we in the cannabis stock market cycle? February 13, 2018
Cannabis Stocks: not a Dot-Com Bubble...Yet January 25, 2018
Sunniva: Leading the World's Two Largest Legal Cannabis Markets January 10, 2018
Canadian Cannabis Stocks 2018 Outlook January 3, 2018
How to Make Money on Cannabis Stocks in the Next Three Months November 27, 2017

Marijuana Stock Market Review & Outlook
LTB MJ INDEX: 1wk -4.5% 1 mo -9.9% 3 mo -22.1% 6 mo +17.0% 1 yr -1.2%

The decline in marijuana stock prices continued with the Let’s
Toke Business Marijuana Composite Index dropping 4.5% last
week. In three short months, investor psychology has shifted
from being in a bull market that will last through legalization to
whether cannabis stocks are worth holding at all. The lower
prices go, the more convinced we are that things are setting up
for a rally as we approach legalization. The index is now 22.1%
below the peak in January. Trying to pick when a recovery will
begin falls in the category of catching a knife. We think the best
advice now is to avoid capitulation. Maintain your positions!
This week we take a look at the longer term chart of momentum. This illustrates that momentum made a strong recovery in
the rally between November and January and since then has
held up better than prices. In markets like this we choose to
hang our hat on momentum as we have said before. As a result,
we think prices will rally back up to momentum rather than the
other way around. Our sense is that early investors who got into
cannabis stocks at very attractive prices are now concerned
that the decline in prices will wipe out their profits and are selling. Again, let’s avoid that temptation and hang in there.
Here is the LTB Licensed Producer Index relative to the LTB
Composite. The graph rising to the right means the LP stocks
have been doing better than the average cannabis stock.
Clearly this has been the case despite some bumps along the
road. Readers should remember we believe it is important for
the LPs to lead the market as they are the larger, revenue generating companies. This means not only when stocks are rising
but also when they are falling. Although the LPs and growers
we have been recommending such as Canopy Growth and
Sunniva have not been able to escape the selling pressure,
maintain holdings in your portfolios.

The Canadian Cannabis Composite Index, published by Davis
and Associates Capital Corp. shed 11.3% last week. The index
has been more volatile than the LTB indexes so the magnitude
of the decline does not come as a surprise. The index includes
larger cannabis companies but is not restricted to Licensed
Producers so it provides a different perspective on the markets.
We continue to find the intra-day, real time readings useful.
(access the 3Cindex here)

This week we take a look at the longer term LTB Low-Priced
Composite graph. Last week, it posted a decline of 5.2% which
was a modest underperformance the typical cannabis stock.
The price trend is still strongly positive. We use this index as a
gauge of investor sentiment and we have been concluding
there is a definite lack of speculation in the group. We continue
to anticipate a change which will indicate improving sentiment.
This will not encourage us to invest in low priced stocks as
much as it will be a positive sign for the overall cannabis group.
We end this week’s market review with a look at the chart
shows the number of weeks rallies and reactions in the LTB
Composite index have lasted. What it shows is the typical correction has stopped after four to five weeks. So we conclude
that although we might see one more week of down markets,
we are very close to a turnaround point. For many investors it
can’t come fast enough. More than anything all of our charts
this week indicate the market is at a low point and the old adage ‘buy low – sell high’ suggests this is a time to be buying
cannabis stocks are at the very least holding them. It is not a
time to sell.

Marijuana Stock Market Review & Outlook

You might have noticed this is Let’s Toke Business (LTB) issue #209. This marks the first issue of our fifth
year of publication. When I meet readers, they often ask how it all began and how things have changed over
the years. I thought this would be an opportunity to share that background with our readers.
It began in the middle of 2013 when a former consulting client called and asked me to look at the new legislation the Government was coming out with relating to cannabis legalization. My client was in a non-compete

period with his former business and was looking for something to do. I researched the available material and
found it was very interesting and exciting.
What I remember liking at that time were the same things that still make it energizing today, including:
(a) A proven demand for cannabis. It is similar to the U.S. during prohibition. Cannabis, like liquor, was an
underground product people were using and had been using for as long as 10,000 years.
(b) Unlike liquor, however, there was considerable anecdotal evidence that cannabis had positive medical
benefits. In fact, the initial change in Canadian law related only to growing medical marijuana.
(c) Canada wasn’t the first jurisdiction to adopt medical marijuana. States like California and Alaska had
embraced medical marijuana some years earlier. But Canada was early.
I also saw very few people in the cannabis space had professional investment experience. This meant I had
something unique to add to the conversation and a newsletter would be a good way to share thoughts and
ideas while staying current with developments.
Issue #1 of the letter was dated April 4, 2014. Tweed Marijuana (now Canopy Growth) had just received its
license to grow in November 2013 and traded publicly for the first time on the same day as I published the
first Let’s Toke Business letter. These were early days that were very different from today. First, many officers
and directors of cannabis companies were reluctant to have a public profile because they were afraid the
police would monitor them and track them down. It was also very difficult to find news on the industry each
week. There wasn’t much industry reporting and there were almost no corporate releases.
It was a rather lonely time to be publishing a newsletter on cannabis at that time. I often questioned the time
and effort I was putting into a letter that was reaching very few people. But like anything else, persistence has
been rewarded and both the readership and interest in the LTB newsletter are at its highest levels.
Today, cannabis companies are competing for good opportunities to get their message out. Canadian companies make presentations around the world. Now there is so much news, we have to bypass more stories
than we run. As a rule, we try to add value to the news for our readers by providing some perspective on the
news reports. We will continue to try to explain what the news means, why it’s important and what it means
to your investments. How we do this is under review.
In August 2016, I published my first article for Seeking Alpha (SA). I recall my first company specific report
on September 21, 2016 on Organigram (TSXV: OGI) at around $1.65 per share was initially rejected because
SA had and still has guidelines of a $1.00 per share market price and a $100 million market capitalization. So
it was a bit of a struggle but it was accepted when I explained how close OGI was to meeting their hurdles. I
followed that with a report on Canopy Growth (TSX: WEED) on October 18, 2016 when the stock was under
$5.00 per share. Since then I have covered smaller companies such as Lexaria (OTCQX: LXRP) when the
stock was around $.30 per share and Namaste (OTCMKTS: NXTTF) at $.20 per share. Most recently, I have
been trying to guide readers to Sunniva (OTCQX: SNNVF). As my readership and following grew, I began to
cross market the LTB newsletter through SA and my SA reports through the newsletter to the benefit of both.
Looking back, we have been there to cover many of the most important events in the Canadian cannabis
industry including:






Regular publication of the first cannabis stock market indexes
The growing number of cannabis industry companies going public
Coverage of the important legal decisions that have shaped regulations
Clarifying the misinformation created during the 2016 election campaign
The election of the Liberal government with their promise to legalize adult-use cannabis

 The many steps along the road to legalization
 Editorial commentary on many issues impacting the cannabis industry and investments
Today, our letter reaches readers in 27 countries around the world from Portugal to Vietnam and we are
always looking for more.
Finally, people always wonder how the newsletter pays for itself. The truth is it doesn’t. I don’t spend much
time trying to think of ways to monetize the letter. I have decided several times not to charge readers and I
don’t think I ever will. In January, we welcomed our first advertiser, the Enterprise Group (TSX: E) that I was
introduced to by an associate and friend. I hope readers take a few moments to read their entry each month
because it is an interesting little company that has increased in value by around 50% since joining us and
looks like it has more to offer. Also, the letter and Seeking Alpha leads to other opportunities such as an
occasional speaking engagement for which I receive an honorarium and consulting opportunities.
Finally, I am not a cannabis evangelical so you won’t find me any marches although I have attended some
‘420 Day’ celebrations but wearing my reporter’s hat. I am also not a beneficiary of the medical or recreational
benefits of cannabis. I can say, however, that if I ever develop a medical need cannabis will be one of the
first medicines I try. What really motivates me is the sincere belief that we are attending the birth of a very
important industry that will help millions of people around the world and will create jobs, generate taxes and
make an economic contribution to the country. To the extent that I can write about it and also help people
improve their financial health is a bonus.
So I hope the next four years will be as interesting and exciting as the past four years. I see many growth and
investment opportunities ahead as the trend grows internationally and science is given the opportunity to
explore this marvelous little plant. Finally, I believe the next 48 months will be as beneficial to our readers as
the past four years have been.

Breaking & Corporate News
Lexaria Bioscience Corp. (OTCQX: LXRP) is using its patented DehydraTECH™ technology that could
be able to enable smokers to give up smoking without giving up nicotine. This is important because in
a 2016 report the Royal College of Physicians concluded that “…nicotine alone in the doses used by smokers
represents little if any hazard to the user.” Smoking is harmful due to the 4,000 chemicals released when the
tobacco is ignited. Non-combusted food and drink have been found to be much safer but is associated with
other problems such as irritation of the gastrointestinal tract and cramps because when nicotine is detected
by the GI system, it is flushed from the intestines through cramping and GI distress. Lexaria’s DehyraTECH
technology, however, acts as a trojan horse, demonstrating potential to deliver nicotine through the GI with
sharply lowered side effects.
At present, Lexaria is the only company in the world that has been awarded patents for the improved (oral or
ingestible, including pills) delivery of all cannabinoids both psychoactive and non. These patents have been
awarded in the United States and Australia and are pending in 40 more countries. This puts the company in
the unusually advantageous position of owning proprietary technology that can deliver a vast range of cannabinoid-based drugs. LXRP recently received a new patent award in the U.S. that also protects its delivery
system for use with nicotine, potentially offering the biggest disruption to nicotine delivery since the invention
of the cigarette.
CEO Chris Bunka explained, “This ground-breaking, patented IP builds a foundation for new business opportunities in 2018 including what could be the world’s first nicotine edibles for the smokeless tobacco industry,
or improved new products for NSAID-derived pain management, as well as in the rapidly growing cannabis
market.”

In an article titled “Why Canadian Cannabis Stocks Are On Sale” Alan Brochstein zeroed in on one
statistic that we agree is very important. Brochstein points out that so far in 2018, Canadian Licensed
Producers have raised $1.2 billion in equity. This has a few effects. First, it represents an amount of money
that might have been available for buying shares on the market. Second, it can create some selling. Investors
that hold shares in a company sometimes sell those shares and buy the new issue because you often pick
up a warrant. Third it sets up a scenario under which investors will make further sales. If the stock market
price drops immediately below the issue price, investors who are locked in under new issue escrow requirements will sell other stocks in the same industry to protect themselves. Next an investment banker who has
agreed to a bought deal financing in a falling market can find their own account is in a losing position on
shares they were unable to sell. A bought deal is a guaranteed issue so if the banker can’t sell the issue to
clients they have to buy it for their own account. A broker in such a position might have to sell shares they
own to protect their own capital.

Finally, management’s thought process when raising equity is making a decision they would rather have the
cash they raised than the shares they sold. This can be a concern to investors when prices are falling.
Namaste Technologies (OTCMKTS:NXTTF) is announced March 2018 total unaudited net revenue (including shipping revenues and after discounts and refunds) were C$1,249,670, representing a 74%
revenue increase over the same month a year earlier. In addition, wholly owned subsidiary Namaste MD
acquired 535 new medical cannabis patients on their platform, representing a 142% month-over-month increase of patients. A strength of NXTTF is their ability to generate revenue. In the latest Public Company
Revenue Tracker published by New Cannabis Ventures, NXTTF ranked seventh. Of the six companies producing more revenue, five are licensed producers.
In an exclusive report in New Cannabis Ventures, Alan Brochstein reports that executives at Aurora
Cannabis and Cronos Group purchased shares of their respective companies recently. On March 28th
Chief Corporate Officer, Cam Battley of Aurora Cannabis purchased 27,685 shares at CAN$9.04 per share

and while Ronan Levy, VP, Business and Corporate Affairs bought 27,000 shares at $9.19 per share. Battley
had sold 100,000 shares recently at $8.46 per share while Levy had sold 50,000 shares at CAN$11.56 per
share. On a similar note, Michael Gorenstein, CEO of Cronos Group and Jason Adler, Director purchased
200,000 shares of CRON at US$5.27 per share. The shares were purchased by Gotham Green Fund with
which Gorenstein and Adler are affiliated. Also, Eitan Popper, departing President of MedReleaf purchased
27,500 shares of LEAF at CAN$18.09 per share. Popper also recently exercised 239,147 options. (read full
report here)
The purchase or sale of shares by management and directors has been a fairly reliable indicator of the future
direction of a company’s shares. This makes some sense because they probably understand the corporate
business model and whether it is working or not. Investors use such data in two ways. The macro approach
is to look at all insider buying and selling across the board. Net buy would indicate an expectation that the
market is going up because the majority of stocks are low enough to induce management to buy their own
company’s shares. The micro approach is to apply management buying and selling to the specific company.
In this case, it would argue in favor of buying Aurora, Cronos and MedReleaf shares.
The caveat is, of course, the timing of insiders is not much better than the market as a whole. So although
such patterns will give you an edge, don’t expect the timing to be precise.

Applications Watch
There were no new licensed producers approved last week. There have been thirteen new LPs approved
this year. In the past 46 weeks there have been 55 new Licensed Producer approvals. Of the 97 LPs: 32 are
Cultivation & Sale, 60 are Cultivation and 5 are Sale Only. On the list of Fresh Marijuana & Oil producers,
there are 30 LPs approved: 19 as Production & Sale, 7 approved for Production and 3 approved as Sale
Only. In the category “Sale of Starting Materials,” 10 LPs are approved to sell starting materials: 8 approved
to sell plants and 2 approved to sell seeds.
There are now 29 public companies that are LPs or own an interest in one or more LPs.
Licensed producers by province are Ontario (53 or 55%), British Columbia (20 or 21%), Quebec (6 or 6%)
Alberta (4 or 4%), Saskatchewan (4 or 4%), Nova Scotia (3 or 3%), Manitoba (2 or 2%), New Brunswick (2
or 2%), and Prince Edward Island (1 or 1%). Percent totals may not add up to 100% due to rounding.
Producer
1. 7 Acres
2. Abba Medix
3. ABcann Medicinals
4. A.B. Laboratories
5. Acreage Pharms
6. Aero Farms
7. AgMedica Bioscience
8. Agrima Botanicals
9. Agri-Médic ASP.
10. Agripharm Corp.
11. Agro-Biotech
12. Agro-Greens Natural Prod
13. Aphria
14. Aqualitis
15. Aurora Cannabis
16. Aurora 2nd site
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Sale Start Materials

17. Aurora 3rd site
18. BC Tweed Joint Venture
19. Bedrocan Canada
20. Bedrocan Canada 2nd site
21. Beleave Kannabis
22. Bliss Co Holding
23. Bloomera
24. Bonify
25. Breathing Green Solutions
26. Broken Coast Cannabis
27. Canada’s Island Garden
28. Canna Farms Ltd
29. Cannatech Plant Systems
30. CannMart
31. CanniMed Ltd
32. CannTrust
33. CannTrust 2nd site
34. Canveda
35. DelShen Therapeutics
36. Delta 9 Bio-Tech
37. Emblem Cannabis
38. Emerald Health Botanicals
39. Emerald Health 2nd site
40. Emerald Health Farms
41. Evergreen Medicinal
42. Experion Biotechnologies
43. FV Pharma
44. Green Relief
45. Greenseal Cannabis
46. GrenEx Pharms
47. Hydropothecary
48. HydRx Farms
49. Indiva
50. IsoCanMed
51. International Herbs
52. Int’l Herbs 2nd site
53. James E. Wagner Cultivation
54. Maricann
55. Maricann 2nd site
56. Medical Marijuana Group
57. Medical Saints
58. MediPharm Labs
59. MEDIWANNA
60. MedReleaf
61. MedReleaf 2nd site
62. Mettrum Bennett North
63. Muskoka Growth
64. Natural Med
65. Natura Naturals
66. Northern Lights
67. Original B.C.
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68. Organigram
69. Peace Naturals Project
70. Potanicals Green Grow
71. Prairie Plant Systems
72. PureSinse
73. Quality Green
74. Radicle Medical Marijuana
75. RedeCan Pharm
76. RedeCan Pharm 2nd site
77. Rock Garden Medicinals
78. Solace Health
79. Spectrum Cannabis
80. Sundial Growers
81. Tantalus Labs
82. THC Biomedical
83. THC Inc
84. Green Organic Dutchman
85. Thrive Cannabis
86. Tilray
87. Tweed Grasslands
88. Tweed Farms
89. Tweed Inc.
90. United Greeneries
91. UP Cannabis
92. UP Cannabis 2nd Site
93. Vert Cannabis
94. We Grow B.C.
95. WeedMD
96. Whistler Medical Marijuana
97. WILL Cannabis Group
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Sunniva: If You Like It, Buy It Now; If You Don't Like It, Buy It Now Anyway
Mar. 23, 2018 4:46 PM ET
|About: Sunniva Inc. (SNNVF)

Ted Ohashi
Summary
Sunniva's stock has declined in a quiet period while management closes a $25 million bought deal financing.
I see a number of newsworthy announcements coming down the road over the next couple of months.

The value of the agreement with Canopy Growth has been substantially overlooked in a generally negative
cannabis stock market.
News could include additional presale contracts to dispensaries in California, non-dilutive financing of construction in Oliver, B.C., the startup of the California extraction plant and related sales contracts, finalization
of licensing with the state and the revenue contribution from Natural Health Services.
As these announcements are made, more and more investors will attracted to the Sunniva story. That is why
I say, "Sunniva: If You Like It, Buy It Now; If You Don’t Like It, Buy It Now Anyway."
Introduction: Based on the number of comments and questions on Sunniva (OTCQF: OTCQX:SNNVF) that
currently exceed 1,250 and rising, I conclude it is prudent to update my views so readers will not miss out.
Just to be clear, I remain very optimistic about their prospects and see this pause as potentially, a final
buying opportunity.
Stock Price: Underlying much of the feedback is the perception that SNNVF shares have been performing
poorly. The chart below shows the trading in SNNVF since it opened on January 10, 2018. Although the
stock has not lived up to investor expectations, the performance hasn’t been “poor.” Recently the stock was
trading close to the opening price eleven weeks ago.

Shortly
after my initial recommendation and riding on the coattails of the strong rally in cannabis stocks in the fourth
quarter of 2017, the stock rocketed up to $16. But since it failed to keep rising, investors have expressed
disappointment.
In my subsequent article Where We Are In The Cannabis Stock Market Cycle I tried to point out that the
cannabis stocks have entered a more volatile, trading phase where trends do not last as long. That has
certainly been the case since. The message is portfolio strategy in the ‘trading phase’ should be different
than in the preceding ‘dynamic phase.’ In the preceding stage, what I refer to as the dynamic phase, buy
and hold is appropriate. The uptrends are more persistent and last much longer.

But when you get into a trading market, the most appropriate strategy is to buy on weakness and sell on
strength. You take advantage of price dips to buy and price rallies to sell building a cash position as you go.
This means with each successive trade you buy less and sell more. The cash becomes a defensive position
and also ensures you have some ability to take advantage of a major decline when it occurs.
Where are the cannabis stocks today? Here are two charts that reveal quite clearly where we are. The
first is the Let’s Toke Business Marijuana Composite Index. This index is down 14.5% since reaching its
recent high on January 5, 2018 and the chart seems to suggest we are in the early stages of a trading
market.

The next chart is the Let’s Toke Business Licensed Producer Index which is down 13.4% since its high on
January 26, 2018. This chart also appears to be in the early stages of a trading market.

How does this apply to Sunniva? SNNVF began trading on January 10, 2018 at $7.00 and currently sits
at $7.11 per share. Riding the tag end of the strong rally through the end of 2017 and starting this year the
stock touched $16.00 in between. So SNNVF has come back sharply from its short term peak. So the stock
is very low in a market that is low and seems ready to rally.

What will fuel a rebound in SNNVF? There are a number of possibilities all based on progressing the
business plan.
1. Closing the $25 million bought deal financing at $9.75 per share. Although some investors have questioned this funding, I think it is important for SNNVF as it will provide the liquidity needed for the
balance of 2018. Unless a large, unexpected opportunity arises, I don’t foresee further equity financing in the near term.
2. Coming as it did when the market and the stock were both weak, the presale contract with Canopy
Growth (USOTC: OTCPK:TWMJF) has gone underappreciated and not reflected in the share price.
These presales from production at the Canadian campus in Oliver, British Columbia are important for

the size and the fact it is with world’s largest cannabis company. This combination makes it a very
bankable contract.
3. I believe there will be similar presale contracts announced for the Cathedral City campus. Because
of the industry structure in California, these contracts will be with dispensaries. Presales to Canopy
in Canada and dispensaries in California are part of SNNVF’s business plan to reduce operating risk.
4. There should be an announcement in the near term with respect to the financing of construction at
Oliver, B.C. The budget is $100 million and management has disclosed its intention that 60% - 65%
of this amount will come from a Tier I financial institution. In Canada that means a big five chartered
bank. The remaining 35% - 40% is expected to be a private, subordinated loan. While other Licensed
Producers sell shares to raise funding for construction of facilities, I believe SNNVF will be successful
in using positive leverage in lieu of shareholder dilution.
5. The California extraction plant is due to open shortly as I noted in my report (Sunniva: Two Key Puzzle
Pieces Fall In Place) I expect a break-in period using cannabis purchased from other growers. I also
anticipate presales contracts for the extraction products moving forward. Each additional presale contract for cannabis or extracts represents a further proof of concept for SNNVF’s business plan.
6. As construction in California progresses, SNNVF will begin to finalize its licensing with the state. In
today’s skeptical cannabis stock markets, filling in with these licenses will address more issues that
appear to be bothering some investors.
7. Natural Health Services (NYSEMKT:NHS) continues to be overlooked and underappreciated in my
view. They own and operate a network of eight medical clinics in Canada located in Alberta, Ontario
and Manitoba and specialize in medical cannabis under the Access to Cannabis for Medical Purposes
Regulations (ACMPR). NHS has over 125,000, active medical documents up from 100,000. There
are over 95,000 active patients, up from 75,000. SNNVF will soon report its fourth quarter and year
and NHS will make an important contribution to the top line results.
8. The word on SNNVF will continue to spread moving forward. We are still in the early days for the
company as trading began less than three months ago. As more people encounter the SNNVF story,
they will become shareholders and the share price will better reflect inherent value.
Conclusion: These are some of the key milestones that will be attained in the weeks ahead. As these pieces
fall in place, I believe the share price will begin to reflect the true value of the company. That is why I say,
“Sunniva: If You Like it, Buy it Now; If You Don’t Like it, Buy it Now Anyway.”
Disclosure: I/we have no positions in any stocks mentioned, and no plans to initiate any positions within the
next 72 hours.
I wrote this article myself, and it expresses my own opinions. I am not receiving compensation for it (other
than from Seeking Alpha). I have no business relationship with any company whose stock is mentioned in
this article.
Editor's Note: This article discusses one or more securities that do not trade on a major U.S. exchange.
Please be aware of the risks associated with these stocks.

